INMATE POD WORKERS

POLICY

All Pods except Admin. Seg. and Disp. Segregation will have eight inmate Pod workers. The Pod workers serve food, clean common areas and work under the direction and supervision of the Pod Deputy.

PROCEDURE

The selection process outlined in preceding policy will be used for the positions of Pod inmate workers. All inmates requesting to become workers fill out the inmate worker application and submit it to medical staff. All workers must be medically cleared to do all Pod work assignments prior to being selected as a Pod worker.

Each Pod worker is assigned a number. This number corresponds to their daily work assignments and days off. The inmate workers will work on a rotating assignment schedule. The schedule is posted in the Pod multi-purpose room. Pod workers are responsible to check the schedule each day for their work assignments. Inmate Pod workers will wear tan uniforms.

Pod workers work under the supervision of the Pod Deputy. At no time will an inmate worker have direct control over another inmate or inmate worker. Pod workers work at the discretion of the Pod Deputy and can be removed from their position for any reason.

RELATED STANDARDS:
Penal Code, Section 4019.5(b)
Chapter 6 Section 1
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